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4 Way Timer with Whiteboard and Pen
Keep track of time and important information with the 4 Channel 
Whiteboard Timer.    

Features:
- Lays flat, stands up or use the magnetic back to attach to a
 metal surface 

- Built in whiteboard area for writing

- Dry erase marker with eraser tip (included) helps keep track of 
 crucial information
- Audible alarm for each channel
- Clock features count up or down to 24 hours 59 minutes 

- Programs: hours/minutes; Displays: hours/minutes/seconds

- Up to 4 group timers can be set at the same time or  
 used independently 

- Last time set memory

- Key press confirmation feature gives an audible indication of
 data entry

- Sounds when time expires

- Batteries included (2 AAA)

Specifications
Resolution: 1/100 sec.

Clock: yes

Alarm: yes

Part No. No. of 
Channels

Timing 
Capacity

Count  
Direction

Display 
Digits, H

Battery L x H x D

HS120365 Four 24 hr. Up/Down 10 mm Two AAA
4.98 x 3.35 x .97 in.
123 x 86 x 24 mm
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Part No. No. of 
Channels

Timing 
Capacity

Count  
Direction

Display 
Digits, H

Battery L x H x D

a HS24490D Four 100 hr. Up/Down 6 mm One LR44 1.5V 61 x 71 x 25 mm
b HS24490M Three 20 hr. Down 10.5 mm One AAA 86 x 66 x 22 mm
c HS24780 Two 24 hr. Up/Down 25.5 mm One AAA 142 x 97 x 20 mm
d HS24645 One 60 min. Up 8.5 mm One LR44 1.5V 87 x 78 x 21 mm
e HS24670 Four 99 hr. Down 14 mm Two LR44 73 x 59 x 13 mm

Specifications
Resolution: 1/100 sec.

Clock: yes

Alarm: yes

a. Pocket Timer/Stopwatch/Clock
- Four independent timing channels with visual and audible alarms
- Use as a stopwatch, a count up/down timer, or a clock 
- Includes spring clip and magnetic back

b. Triple Timer/Clock
- Three channels to count up/down 
- Simultaneous display, time-out, and 60 second audible alarm
- Channels may be started independently or simultaneously
- Timer automatically counts up after counting down to zero
- Memory recall

c. Big-digit Dual Timer/Clock
- Display clock and timer simultaneously, or two independent timers
- Use one timer to count up, or use two timers to count down independently
- Audible and visual alarm

d. Multi-function Stopwatch/Clock
- Quick start, quick stop timer features time, split, hourly chime, 
 calendar, alarm  
- 100 cm neck cord

e. Four Channel Timer/Clock
- Independently or simultaneously set time on four channels 
- Audible and visual alarms signify elapsed time 
- Easily toggle between channels and clock with top buttons 
- Includes spring clip with magnetic back


